generalj are proportional to the square root of the rotation speedj other conditions being the same, Specific results are given for deposition of copper from aqueous Cuso 4 solutions 7 where it is found that the correction to Levich's classical equation due to variable properties is considerably __ gr~at_er_than that due to either a non-zero interfacial velocity or a finite Schmidt number alone, Concentration overpotentials are defined and calculated for copper deposition,
Mathematical Formulation
A rotating disk provides a. uniformly accessible surfaceo This means that if a heterogeneous reaction is carried out at the surface, the mas.s transfer rate is uniform to all parts of the surface. This is important if one wants to study the heterogeneous re~.ction uncomplicated by mass transfer effectso
The rotating disk was shown 1 to be uriiforml.y accessible for mass transfer with constant fluid properties, but it seems reasonable to Stippqse that this characteristic is not peculiar to the constant property caseo
Let us use cylindrical coordinates where z iS the normal distance 
gravitational acceJ.eration, llw voo» and P 00 are the viscosity, kinematic viscosity 7 and density in the bul.k of the solution far from the disk.
Equations (1) define dimensionl~&s·functions F 7 .G, H~ and P and show how the velocity components and the pressure depend on r and n as well as the dimensionless normal coordinate ~0
In order to obtain differential equations for F, GJ H 7 arid P it is necessary to substitute equations (1) into the equations of motion and continuity of the fluid:
The viscous stress for a Newtonian fluid is
T where (V'.:y) · denotes the transpose of the velocity gra.dient and I denotes ' the unit tensor.
We make explicit reference to the text of Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoo-j;:. 3 because these equations are displayed there in cylindrical coordinates in a form appropriate to a fl~id with varying density and viscosity. The continuity equation (4) 
Substitution of the viscous stress given by equa,t.ions (6) 
The boundary conditions include
} (10) ·In addition, the normal velocity component is related to the rate of inter- 
where cps is the mass fraction of the salt in the solution, Ms is the mole- 
. (14) ( 15) It is still ne.cessary to show how the mass transfer r&te, the cu:rren,t density, the concen~ration gradient, and the normal component of the velocity are related ~t the disk surface. Formetal deposition or disso ... 
The concentration gradient at the disk can then be obtained from
The mathemat.ical problem 'for the determination of' the concentration and velocity distributions is defined by the differential equations (7), (8), (9), and (13) and the b.oundary conditions (10), (15) If the pressure. dependence of the fluid properties ~s ignored, there is no need t.o solve equation (9) for the pressure. This approximation will be made in the present work.
Numerical Solution Method
The problem consists of a group of coupled, non-linear differential equation:s with boundary conditions at zero and infinity. Equations (7) and (8) were linearized about a trial solution producing a series of coupled, linear differential equations in which the concentration· distribution is assumed to b.e kJ?.own. In fihi te .difference form the-se-give coupled, tridiagonal.matriceswhich can be solved readily on a high-spe~d, digital computer. With a known velcl!ty distribution, equation (13) can be solved for the concentration. The non-linear problem can then be solved by iteration.
A total of one thousand mesh points was used •.
It probably would have been more efficient in the numerical solution to linearize s~multaneously equations (7), (8), and (13) 
The limit .in the d.enominator of equation (19) (23) Figure 3 shows that the integral diffusion coefficient appropriate to a rotating disk is not the same as that appropriate to a diaphragm celL
Since no way has been developed for resolving the rotating disk data into the differential diffusion coefficient data 7 the rotating disk is not very useful for measuring the c.oncentration dependence of the diffusion coeffident in a binary electrolyte o
Other useful by--products of the mass-transfer calculations are the surface concentration and the concentration overpotential. Figure 4 shows how the surface concentration.varies from the bulk value at zero current to zero .at .the limiting current for several values of bulk concentrationo
The straight, diagonalline corresponds to the results for constant prop~r-
ties, d) .Conqentration Overpotential
We define here the concentration overpotential for this ;particular, copper system in terms of two copper reference electrodes,:~ one in the bulk Eversole ( 1942) 0.08 
By subtracting the current density divided by the bulk conductivity and integrating 7 we obtain for the concentration overpotential at the rotating disk as defined above depends only op the current density and the concentration at the electrode -dimensionless radial velocity.
-dimensionless tangential velocity.
-gravitational acceleration (cm/sec 2 ).
-dimensionless axial velocity.
current density (rnA./cm 2 ).
-dimensionless current density (see equation (14)).
-molal.i t y (moles/ k:g ) • -molecular weight (g/mole).
-mass flux of.cations (g/cm 2 -·sec).
-pre.ssure (dyne/cm 2 ).
-dimensionless dynamic pressure.
-radial coordinate (em) 0 -flux ratio (see equation (20) ) .
-universal gas constant (joule/mole-de!S).
v/D, Schmidt number.
-time (sec}.
-cation transference number with respect to mass-average velocity.
-cation transference number with respect to solvent velocity.
-absolute temperature (deg K).
-mass-average velocity (em/sec).
-normal dista-nce from disk (em).
-charge .number of cation. 0.89298; the gamma function of 4/3.
-concentration overpotential (volt).
-angular coordinate.
-correction factor (see equ~tion (19)).
-conductivity (mho/em:).
-vis.cosity (g/cm-sec).
-kinematic viscosity (cm 2 /sec).
-number .of cations per molecule of salt.
-dimensionl:es-s normal distance (.see equation (2)).
-density (g/cm: 3 )
-viscous stress {dyne/ cm 2 ). 
